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P R O D U C T  B R I E F

Maximize Your Art. 
Streamline Your Creative Process.

Helix DAM at a Glance

VERSIONING, REVIEW, AND ARCHIVE FOR ALL CREATIVE ASSETS

Do more with your art and design team’s creations while streamlining their 

workflows and securing IP. Built on top of Helix Core, the industry standard for 

version control, Helix DAM is the most efficient way to store, find, preview, review, 

and track the progress of all art assets — including 2D, 3D, video, and audio files.

As a studio’s teams and projects grow, managing 
large digital assets becomes complicated. Locating 
files, reusing them, sharing them securely, and 
reviewing them is nearly impossible without a 
robust DAM (digital asset manager).

STOP
Losing Time 

Because Art Isn’t 
Versioned

START
Finding and 

Iterating on Assets 
Quickly

STOP
Reviewing  

Art Over Email

START
Giving Feedback 

Directly on the 
Asset

STOP
Putting IP  

at Risk

START
Sharing and 

Collaborating on 
Files Securely

STOP
Recreating Art  
from Scratch

START
Making the Most of 

Your Existing Art
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SPEED UP REVIEWS 

Quickly see where an asset is in the creation and review process 

with customizable Kanban boards. Eliminate chaos when 

feedback is in one place. Comment directly on an asset and see 

how it evolves with each revision. 

ENHANCE YOUR DIGITAL CREATION TOOLS

Keep your team in their proven workflows. Helix DAM adds 

version control to popular digital content creation tools like 

Photoshop, Maya, and Blender. Leverage the Helix DAM API to 

integrate with your unique technology stack. 

Helix DAM: Built  
on Perforce Helix Core
To use Helix DAM, you will need to have a Helix Core (P4D) 

Server. You can connect Helix DAM projects to existing Helix 

Core streams, or to classic depots – whichever works best for 

your assets. Helix Core stores and manages access to versioned 

files and artifacts, supports large-scale CI/CD workflows, and 

tracks user operations with fine-grained permissions, audit logs, 

and multi-factor authentication. Learn More About Helix Core

FIND ASSETS FASTER

Find assets quickly with an intuitive visual library and AI-

powered search capabilities. Helix DAM automatically indexes 

your audio and video files so you can locate a file by simply 

searching its dialogue. Assets you upload get auto-generated 

tags and thumbnails to help you quickly find the digital asset you 

are looking for.

ACCELERATE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

Streamline your creative workflows and improve collaboration. 

With file locking and quick access to every version of your files, 

give your team the visibility needed to iterate faster and avoid 

duplicated effort or file conflicts. With Helix DAM, you not only 

get a view into your entire asset library — you get a full view of 

your team’s collaboration in real time.

Try Helix DAM Free for 14 Days
Your team can test out Helix DAM for free, no commitment and no setup necessary. Sign up and get 

access to our sandbox for 14 days.

TRY THE SANDBOX

www.perforce.com/helix-dam-sandbox

https://www.perforce.com/products/helix-core]
https://www.perforce.com/products/helix-dam/free-dam
http://www.perforce.com/helix-dam-sandbox

